AUSSIE-OWNED SOLGOLD KEY PLAYER IN ECUADOR

SolGold and Cornerstone Capital Resources are key figures in mining concessions in Ecuador. SolGold hold a controlling interest of shares in Cornerstone, of which 40% is owned and controlled by SolGold CEO, Australian Nicholas Mather.

Nicholas Mather is also the founder and Executive Chair of Armour Energy which is involved in coal seam gas fracking projects in the Northern Territory and a joint-venture with Lakes Oil in Victoria. Nicholas was instrumental in pursuing Australia’s largest onshore gas exploration opportunity and helped acquire the Kincora gas project in the Surat Basin in southern Queensland.

He is the Executive Director of IronRidge Resources Ltd, and has been instrumental in developing the company’s programs in iron ore exploration in Gabon, gold exploration in Chad, lithium in African nations and uranium and bauxite exploration in southern Queensland.
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Mining concessions inside protected forests in Ecuador form 10.5% of the total concession area owned by SolGold.